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genius
Work of

Integrity looks every inch the classic yacht, but she’s not a

restoration, nor a replica. She’s a new design, built in the old-

fashioned way with tremendous skill by Will Stirling, a man who had never sailed
12 years ago when he first got into boatbuilding. Elaine Bunting investigates
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hosting down from her mooring on the Above: planking the
makes this boat so extraordinary, you have to go
River Tamar against the flood, with her oak-framed hull of
back to her creator.
creamy main and topsail, jib and jib top Integrity in a farm shed
Will Stirling’s company name Stirling & Son
drawing, Integrity looks the quintes- on the Devon side of
might lead you to think he’s from a boatbuilding
sential classic yacht. From her truck to the Tamar. Will Stirling
background. He’s not. (His son is four years old.)
the huge bowsprit and that delicious did much of the work
Stirling knew nothing about boats and had never
swoop of her sheerline at the stern, this
sailed 12 years ago when the idea of boatbuilding
43ft gentleman’s cutter looks every
was first put into his head.
inch a piece of history. You’d probably put her
An Old Etonian from a family with a zeal for hunting,
down as a centenarian, maybe older.
Stirling had been working in hunt services. “My world was
Wrong. This is a brand new yacht, launched
horses. I had been in Canada hunting coyotes and was back in
last spring. Integrity is something unique in sailWales working at a hunt kennels, skinning carcasses. But I
ing. She is not a restoration, nor a replica. This is a completely
wasn’t really into it. I thought I didn’t really have the feel, the
new design, an amalgamation of ideas from the 1880-90s inconnection with animals,” he explains.
corporated into one man’s ideal, that of her builder Will Stirling.
He discussed what he wanted to do – to work outside, with
Integrity is rarer still because Stirling designed and built her
his hands and to travel – with a colleague who, despite knowthe old-fashioned way, starting with a pencil, building a halfing nothing about yachts himself, suggested building boats. “It
model to check the lines and tweaking them before lofting full
was as fluky as that. I thought: ‘That’s for me.’ And it was.”
size and building in a way that would have been completely
Stirling found out about the International Boatbuilding
familiar over a century ago: oak frames, copper and bronze
Training College in Lowestoft and enrolled. That was in 1999.
fastenings, oakum and pitch.
He was 20 years old.
“You would be able to put this boat back in 1880 and, apart
During the course he bought a small traditional boat from a
from the engine, nobody would raise an eyebrow,” he says.
fellow student. Mary Dawn was a near-derelict 2.5 ton cutter.
Stirling’s single-minded fervour for traditional yacht
Stirling restored her during the course and learnt to sail by
building is fresh and untainted by long tradition. To appreci“going round bumping into things and being a real terate the peculiar purity of ideas behind Integrity and what
ror. But that is what made it for me.”

I’m into research so I collect drawings, paintings and any models I can get my hands on,
hang them up around my table, and over about three months I drew the boat
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1. Builder’s name plate cast in bronze on top of the rudder
stock. 2. Running rigging is English Braids three-strand
polyester hemp rove through traditional ash blocks.
3. Sternlight. 4. Sailing in Plymouth Sound. 5. At the
bowsprit. 6. Hand-carved oak tiller, inlaid with gold leaf and
with a brass sleeve. 7. Headsail snubbing winch
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After finishing at Lowestoft, Stirling joined Above, left: the build case; they’re just the ones that have survived,” he
Working Sail in Cornwall, a company dedicated to in progress in Cornwall. observes.
building traditional pilot cutters. He joined as the Right: designer and
Stirling had by then moved from Morwellham
‘boy’, painting and machining wood. “I did all the builder Will Stirling
Quay to a farm shed on the Devon side of the Tamar,
lowdown jobs and I developed an interest in work- says he has no interest near Bere Alston. It was here that he built Integrity
ing boats. I was a fairly blank canvas. It was only in modern boats
over a period of two years.
after that that I thought I could do things more eleThe basics of Integrity are a West African hardgantly, so what about yachts?”
wood centreline, oak frames and planks fastened with bronze.
The distinction between the two types, the tough working
Stirling was determined to do everything possible with his
boat and the gentleman’s yacht emerging in the late 19th
own hands, and that included making the lead ballast keel.
Century, is exactly where Stirling’s aesthetic sense and finesse
“Lead is very expensive, especially if you have someone else
lies. “With working boats you are quite constrained by history
cast it to your patterns,” Stirling explains. “So I welded up a
because they were a certain way. But yachts were more diverse,
trough shape of the keel in 4mm steel, 17ft long to take 4.5 tons
because people were experimenting,” he says.
of lead and then put some bracing on it.”
Stirling is all too aware of debate and argument about miHe set a long fire underneath, put on special breathing apnutiae of designs and their history because during this time he
paratus, added the scrap lead and melted it. “What it meant
met his wife, Sara, a lifelong sailor, and both did an MA in marwas when the trough was full of lead it all cooled at once and
itime history, researching respectively the design of revenue
made sure the whole was bound together.”
cutters and the history of the pilotage trade.
The quantity and quality of woodwork on Integrity, above
Out on his own for the first time, Stirling set himself up at
and below decks, is impressive. Stirling used around four trees
Morwellham Quay on the River Tamar near Plymouth. Here
for the backbone, deck beams and planking and around six
he built his first yacht, Alert, based on a smuggling lugger from
oak bends. Some 100ft3 of oak was used in the interior. The
mast is Douglas fir and came from Gunnislake, a nearby vil1885. He sailed her on an expedition to Spitsbergen.
lage, where there is a stand of a few trees over 180 years old.
To keep business coming in, Stirling’s staple work is buildThe tight-grained Oregon pine planking came from Canada.
ing exquisite Edwardian clinker dinghies, mahogany on oak –
Stirling built Integrity with a craftsman’s devotion and little
in 2011 he built a 12ft dinghy as a wedding gift for Prince
or no regard to saving time or money. For example, the deck
William and Kate Middleton. But the main idea was to design
planks are individually tapered and swept. In other words, the
and build his own creations. “It’s sensible because you are
king plank follows the centreline, but on either side planks are
doing everything in the right order and you’re not compromiscurved and tapered to follow the covering board so that there
ing as you have to do with a restoration.”
are the same number all across the deck at the stern, amidships
Integrity is Stirling’s costliest and most ambitious project. He
and the bow. “It’s a typical Victorian aesthetic with no regard
spent a long time studying cutters and yachts from around the
for labour,” says Stirling. “It looks really good. I’m sure a lot of
1880s. “I’m into research so I collect drawings, paintings and
people won’t notice it, but it’s one of those small things that
any models I can get my hands on, hang them up around my
adds to the sentiment of the boat.”
drawing table and over about three months I drew the boat.”
Integrity is filled with tiny details that reveal themselves
He didn’t want to base the yacht on any one existing examonly on close examination. The more you look, the more
ple. “You can get bogged down in history and thinking the ones
you see beyond the functional object.
that exist now are the good ones, and that’s not necessarily the

You can get bogged down in history and thinking the boats that exist now are the good
ones, and that’s not necessarily the case; they’re just the ones that survived
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1. Brass overhand pump above a hammered copper sink.
2. Oak panelling with beading detail in saloon. 3. Cast bronze
skylight lifters 4. Saloon with buttonhole leather
upholstery. 5. Hand-painted ‘bird bath’ washbasin in the
forepeak. 6. Clipper canvas sails in Steve Hall’s Ibex sail loft.
7. Oak interior with fielded panels, brass and bronze fittings
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There are many details few will ever see. For instance, all
the rudder hangings are cast in bronze. “We had to dig a pit
under the boat to fasten the copper shoe right up under the
deadwood where the ballast keel ended and we could have
very easily not done that. But it’s important if the boat ever
takes the ground.”
As you might imagine, Will Stirling doesn’t much like
chartplotters and other gadgets. There’s been no need to conceal them behind panels, as on many restored classic yachts,
because they’re simply not there. Stirling prefers to navigate
using dead reckoning. Well, each to his own, though to me
that’s a Luddite attitude that adds risk to passagemaking.

Sailing Integrity
Passagemaking is what Integrity is made for, though, and you
can see that and feel it from your feet upwards when you take
her sailing. We went out on a cold, crisp day in early October.
Weather forecaster, expert navigator and occasional classic
yacht crew Chris Tibbs and his wife Helen were on board
along with classic yacht skipper Alex Robson and we made
full sail to glide gently downriver into Plymouth Sound.
Here the wind picked up and Integrity bent to the task. With
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the wind topping 20 knots – estimated by that ageless feel of
wind on the face and neck – the boat leant steadily to the breeze
and rose to the swell with an easy, graceful motion. As the
gusts came through, weather helm increased. I was hauling at
tiller lines a fair bit to get her to bear away. Stirling took down
the topsail. But no water came over her capping rail. The impression was that Integrity, solidly primed for a long reach,
would comfortably have galloped over to France.
We sailed out beyond the breakwater, but eventually I put
the helm down and we gybed back towards Plymouth, round
Drakes Island and began a long series of short tacks past
Cremyll and Devonport. You need to have a handy, physically
strong crew to handle sheets and runners with only block and
tackle. It’s also easy to forget that in some conditions even
steering a boat like this requires strong arms and attention to
sail trim and balance.
On the mooring at Weir Quay, we sat for a while in Integrity’s
saloon. It is comfortable, but bereft of frills or ornament –
much like the boat herself. The galley and chart table are simple. The fittings are suitably antique: copper sink and brass
light fittings. The saloon seats are handsome green buttonupholstered leather, and the interior is simply adorned with

oak panelling. It made me think of a Above: ghosting
down the River Tamar
National Trust cottage.
“It’s very traditional, down to the between Cornwall and
detailing on the beadings,” says Devon under full sail.
Stirling. “I spent a lot of time looking at Right: Integrity gently
old photos and getting ideas, so we lifts to the swell
have fielded panelling below and flat coming into Plymouth
panelling above with beading to bring
it out and give it a 3D effect.”
It is enclosed, a little dark and protected, and although undoubtedly beautiful and exquisitely made, Integrity won’t be to
everyone’s taste or style of sailing. There are other things that
seem far removed from the modern expectation of comfort,
such as the only heads right up forward, reached through the
boat’s only double cabin.
This seems so at odds with the greedy volumes of modern
boats that I quiz Will Stirling about it. He is baffled and seems
slightly hurt. He tells me he has absolutely no idea what’s on
modern yachts; he has never been aboard one. “I’m not interested,” he says. “When I sail past all the modern boats on their
moorings I don’t see them. They don’t exist for me.”
Integrity was created and exists in a time warp. That’s what
makes her such a one-off. It also makes her a ticklish proposition to sell. It’s for the purist. She’s for sale with Sandeman
Yacht Company for £297,500, comparatively inexpensive for a
classic yacht, certainly one with this quality of new materials.
While the classic yacht scene has grown and nurtured
many complex, costly restorations there is no established
niche for the one-off, new-build traditional design.
“I don’t think people have the vision to build new; they
mostly think about fixing things,” says Stirling.

“People want to be attached to a history,” he adds. “But it’s a
modern romanticisation. This boat is an investment.
Everything’s in there. I hope what will happen with this boat is
that people will see what we’re doing and maybe
I’ll get a commission.”
see the video
I hope so too. Integrity has to be seen to be beyachtingworld.com/video
lieved. There’s something bewitching about
Stirling’s devotion to what he calls ‘functional
aesthetics’, his articulacy and obvious skill.
Above all, his skill. With his exceptional ability
to turn his hand to anything, from hand-drawing
Or scan this code with
lines to casting a keel, Will Stirling is a genius. If
your phone or tablet for
he keeps building yachts and people buy them, it
video of the yacht sailing
will be something to have a Stirling boat.
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